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ABSTRACT
In the present work the pH-induced formation of double stranded
poly(inosinic)–poly(cytidylic) acid has been studied by means of the hard
modelling method based on the results of multivariate data analysis soft
modelling method. The equilibrium model, describing species distribution
changes as functions of solution acidity has been proposed. Proposed
approach has been used to determine intrinsic protonation constants of
poly(I-)–poly(C) polynucleotide system in aqueous solutions such as
cooperativity coefficient (= 6.0) and a proton binding constant (lgKg =
8.92).
 2010 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION
Extraction of quantitative information for solution
equilibria systems with help of chemometric methods
based on Factor Analysis (FA), is very attractive because
they are free from mass-action law constraints and do
not require an initial postulation of a chemical model.
One of the first works in this area were devoted to the
application of Evolving Factor Analysis (EFA)[1,2]. It has
been demonstrated for several systems how to build up
abstract concentration profiles of species at equilibrium
and how to calculate equilibrium constants directly from
the concentration profiles obtained by EFA, after
assigning the proper stoichiometric coefficients to the
individual species by means of chemical reasoning[1].
Subsequent systematic studies have revealed that
the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) Multivariate Curve
Resolution (MCR) method[3-7], based on FA[8] can be
easily adapted to the analysis of spectrometric data of
equilibria systems. In these works the emphasis was

Binding constants;
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mainly devoted to show the scope of the recovery
without ambiguities of the concentration and spectra
profiles of the spectrally active species in solution.
To determine equilibrium parameters such as
cooperativity coefficient and a proton binding constant
to a polymer a hard model should be used that require
mass-action law constraints and an initial postulation of
a chemical model.
In the present work the combination of MCR which
is soft modeling method and Mc-Ghee-von Hippel
(GH) hard model for study of equilibria of biopolymerligand interaction in solutions is considered. The tandem
of soft and hard modelling for study of equilibria with a
polymers is performed in the same way as in previously
described calculations of equilibrium constants and
stoichiometric coefficients for ordinary nonpolymeric
equilibria systems[9,10]. Proposed MCR-GH method has
been applied for evaluation of protonation constants of
deprotonated poly(inosinic)–poly(cytidylic) acid,
{poly(I-)-poly(C)} in aqueous solution.
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Computational details
The mathematical decomposition of spectrophotometrically measured matrices of absorption Ai into
concentration and spectra matrices, Cicalc and SiT calc is
carried out using the singular value decomposition
(SVD) method[11]. The SVD gives a mathematical
abstract decomposition of the original data matrix Ai
for the selected number of contributions or components
which best reproduce the original data matrix within a
certain noise level.
Ai = UiSViT + i = Ai*+ i

(1)

where diagonal matrix S, of the same dimension as A
and with nonnegative diagonal elements in decreasing
order, Ui and ViT are unitary matrices[11] and i is the
residual error matrix containing the rest of variance not
explained by Ui and ViT. Ai* is the reproduced data
matrix using the selected number of components. Some
of the noise present in the original data matrices Ai (that
which is not correlated with the estimated components
in score and loading matrices) is removed in the
reproduced data matrices Ai*. Score (Ui) and loading
(SViT) matrices obtained by eq. (1) are usually very
different to those really responsible of the data variance
in matrices Ai. In fact, there are an infinite number of
possible matrix decomposition using eq. (1) and there
is not an unique solution. There are rotational and
intensity ambiguities in a matrix decomposition such as
that described in eq. (1). Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) finds that solutions which explain maximum
variance and are orthonormal. Under these constraints
the solution found by PCA is unique. However, this
solution is rarely the true one since these two conditions
are not fulfilled by most of the physical systems, such as
the chemical equilibrium systems under study in the
present work. The PCA solutions have not a direct
physical meaning; they are only pure mathematical
solutions. As the interest of the data analysis in this work
is the obtaining of the set of profiles which really caused
the observed data variance of the data matrices Ai the
PCA reproduced data matrices A i* is further
decomposed as:
Ai* = Cicalc SiTcalc

(2)

This eq. (2) is solved iteratively by an ALS. In the
present study the iterative optimization of the estimations
of Cicalc and SiTcalc matrices is performed in two steps.

An initial estimation of the concentration matrix is
available, Cinic from EFA, the corresponding spectra
matrix is estimated by Least Squares (LS)[12]. After initial
estimation of the species spectra matrix we can solved
equation for Cicalc. Since Ai* are noise filtered for the
particular number of principal components, the iterative
calculations are more stable than using the original Ai
matrices. Eq. (2) iteratively solved under the constraints
of nonnegativity, unimodality and closure as described
in[3-7,12]. The set of possible solutions is highly restricted
in this way. However, the correct resolution of the
system can only be achieved without ambiguities (within
noise level) when selectivity or local rank conditions[7,13]
are present. The application of the ALS-MCR method
to each data matrix Ai gives a new set of matrices SiTcalc
and Cicalc. If ambiguities were totally solved, the set of
SiTcalc and Cicalc matrices calculated in this way, would
be a set of normally distributed estimation matrices with
mathematical expectations ST theor and C theor. Once
convergence of the iterative ALS optimization is
achieved, data fitting can be tested using the expression
for the percentage of data lack of fit:
 Trace[( A ALS  A )  ( A ALS  A ) T ] 
lof  

Trace[ A  A T ]



1/ 2

 100% (3)

where A and AALS are respectively the input and
reproduced data by the ALS optimization, Trace is the
sum of diagonal elements of a matrices. When
convergence is achieve data fitting should give lof values
close to the noise levels.
For the recovering of the theoretical model govern
the matrix of concentration profiles we have to fit Cicalc
with matrices of species fractions were formed by
polymer and a ligand X. For an equilibria with a
polymeric component the appropriate model function
can be obtained using statistical or matrix methods, as
it has been shown previously[16-22]. In the present study
McGhee-von Hippel conditional probabilities model[16]
was used to calculate the fractions of infinite polymer
species. In accordance with GH model the ligand-ligand
interaction is only allowed between nearest neighbours,
bound without intervening free lattice residues. This
restriction results in three distinguishable types of ligand
binding sites and consequently four spectrally different
species of monomers. To isolated site (1) a ligand binds
with an intrinsic association constant Kg. To singly
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contiguous site (2) ligand binds with constant Kg. And
to double contiguous site (3) the binding constant is
Kg2. The equilibrium constant of moving ligand from
an isolated site to singly contiguous site and from singly
contiguous site to double contiguous site is so called
cooperativity parameter .
As it was shown in[22] the matrix of fractions of
spectroscopically distinguishable forms of monomer in
polymer may be expressed as
Cmon=[Cmon(0); Cmon(1); Cmon(2); Cmon(3)]

(4)

then, under the above conditions, the components of
this matrix Cmon can be find with help of the method of
conditional probabilities.
C mon ( 0 )  1  m n g  [Mon ]

(5)

 (b f )(ff ) m  1 
C mon (1)   m
m n g K g [ X]
(fb 1 )



(6)

 2(fb 1 ) 
C mon ( 2)  
C f (1)
 (ff ) 

(7)

 (fb ) 
Cmon ( 3)   1 Cf ( 2)
 2(ff ) 

(8)

Here[X], [Mon]- equilibrium concentration of free
ligand and monomer; the conditional probabilities are
determined by the following expressions.
(b m f ) 

(m  1)ng  1  
2ng (  1)

;

(m  1)ng  1  
(fb 1 ) 

2 ng (  1)[Mon] ;

( 2  1)[Mon]  ng  
(ff ) 

2(  1)[Mon]

;

  (1  (m  1)n g ) 2  4 n g [Mon] .

Using the common data of potentiometry and
spectrofotometry, it is possible to find in each
experimental point j of titration curve the value of
apparent stability constant of complex monomer-ligand
which is convenient for fitting procedure
lgK  lg( n g /(1  ng ))  lg[ X ]

(9)

where degree of saturation of monomers can be
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expressed by: n 
g

 Cmon (p )

p 1

; summation runs over

m

fractions of all monomer species connected with a
ligand, m-average numbers of monomers occupied by
a ligand.
The procedure of fitting
In the present study the intrinsic binding parameters
are estimated by ordinary LS. Standard Marquardt
algorithm[23] is used to find minimum of objective function
M. Function M in matrix notation is
M

Trace[(lg K exp  lg K calc )  (lg K exp  lg K calc )T ]
Trace[(lg K exp  lg K exp )T ]

(10)

here lgKexp-experimental data, lgKcalc-calculated in
accordance with eq. (9). The assumption of equal
population variances were checked using standard Ftest[24].
The reliability of the proposed MCR-GH method
for simulated numerical examples was shown
previously[25].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations of protonation constants of poly(I-)poly(C) from experimental data. Data of spectrofotometric study of acid-base titration of poly(I)-poly(C)
system, published in [26] has been used as an
experimental example. Concentration profiles Ccalc was
calculated with help of ALS-MCR from measured
changes of spectrum of poly(I-)-poly(C) aqueous
solution as function of pH. In the present work these
profiles has been analysed with the aim to calculate
intrinsic binding constant and parameter of cooperativity
of formation of poly(I)-poly(C)-complex. Plot of lgKexp
as function of pH calculated in accordance with eq. (9)
is shown on figure 1. It can be seen, that apparent
constant correlated with the degree of protonation of
polymer. As was shown in[26] changes UV and CD
spectra can be explained by acid-base equilibrium
involving hypoxantine nitrogen base i.e. formation of
complex Mon (I-H+). The parameters of McGhee &
von Hippel model calculated from full set of
experimental data by means of OLS are given in
TABLE. But parameter m for this formal model has
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Figure 2 : Nitrogenated base pairing in poly(I)-poly(C)
TABLE 1 : Intrinsic protonation parameters of poly(I-) and
poly(I-)-poly(C)
Figure 1 : Experimental apparent binding constant as function
of pH of aqueous solution of poly(I)-poly(C). The stars
corresponds to the experimental data (calculated with help of
ALS-MCR ); Solid line is obtained from fitting according GH
model ( lgKgh = 9.21;  = 1.44; m = 0.65 ) Dotted line is
obtained from fitting according GH model (lgKgh = 8.66; 
=13.7 ; mfixed = 1 ); Dashed line obtained as least noise sensitive
part of lgKexp = f (pH), allocated using F-test and fitting
according GH model ( lgKgh = 8.92;  = 6.0; mfixed =1 )

unsuitable physical meaning. Most probably that ligand
(H+) interacts with single monomeric unit. In this case
parameter m should be equal to 1. With using of this
constraint as it seen from figure 1 theoretical function
significantly disagree with experimental curve mostly at
low pH. Allocation of pH interval of equal population
variances leads to new parameters of protonation in
this region. As can be seen from figure 1 difference of
experimental and designed functions lgKexp=f(pH) less
for new parameters. The value of lack of fit between
simulated and experimental curves is rather small,
therefore we can conclude, that model of protonation
of poly(I-)-poly(C) in aqueous solution from formal
statistical point of view has been adequately recognised
in determined pH interval. More complex, than in chosen
model, behaviour poly(I)-poly(C) at high degree of
saturation by the ligand H+ can be due to, for example,
beginning of the following step of protonation.
The values of intrinsic protonation constants
logarithms lgKg for poly(I-)-poly(C) and poly(I-)[27] are
nearly the same as can be seen in TABLE. In the previous
study of the acid-base equilibria of the poly(I)-poly(C)
acid in wide pH range were shown the existence of
four different species, depending on the degree of
protonation of the different kinds of nitrogenated bases.
The species which appears at pH > 9 is related to the

Polymer
Poly(I-)
Poly(I-)-Poly(C)

pH

Model lgKg*



m

PE (%) ref.

611

-

9.05 0.63

1

1.38

[26,27]

7.311

+

8.99 0.79

1

0.28

[26,27]

9.110.5

-

9.21 1.44 0.61

0.6

*

9.110.5

-

8.66 13.7 1(f)

2.1

*

+
8.92 6.0 1(f)
0.62
*
9.210.2
*present work, f - the parameter is fixed, (+)- exclusion of noise
sensitive interval of pH

mixture of poly(I-) and poly(C), in the pH range 5-9,
the double stranded poly(I)-poly(C) species
predominates. As has been proposed previously[28-30]
such species has a structure similar to that of natural
double stranded nucleic acid stabilised because of the
formation of protonated inosine-deprotonated cytosine
base pairs as presented on figure 2.
CONCLUSIONS
It is well established that poly(A)-poly(U)
cooperative zipper mechanism of double helix formation
requires three base pair nucleus[31]. Based on the results
presented here it is possible to propose that the same
mechanism govern double helix formation in the course
of decreasing pH in the system poly(I-)-poly(C) in
aqueous solution. The first step is association of single
base pair. A proton traps by poly(I-) molecular structures
first leads to single protonated complexes (with neutral
inosinic base) were formed simply by statistical
occupation of the free bases as a result of random
distribution. Observed protonation constant value
comparable with corresponding value of pure poly(I-)
in aqueous solution. The neutral inosinic base forms pair
with cytidylic base of poly(C) as shown on figure 2.
Isolated base pair is rather unstable, but addition of
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another, neighbouring and stacked base pair follows
with increasing stability. This conform the high value of
cooperativity coefficient. A third base-pair is stacked
on top of the first two and creates a suitable nucleus
from which further addition of stacked base pairs leads
to stepwise construction of a helix. The formation of
triple stacked base pairs has been loaded in the model
as double contiguous site formation. The contiguous site
formation in the poly(I)-poly(C) provides by high
cooperativity. That is why growth of the double helix
the same as for poly(A)-poly(U) can be proposed as
spontaneous due mainly to geometrical constraints of
sugar-phosphate backbone.
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